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因组注解信息，应用 GASS 注解猕猴基因组， 将注解结果与两个猕猴公共注解
数据库(RefSeq、Ensembl)比较，同时利用三个 RNA-Seq 测序数据验证该数据库
的精确性。GASS 的注解结果中包含 65%的 RefSeq 外显子与剪切位点。GASS 的
敏感性高于 Refseq，与 Ensembl 接近。同时，在基因、外显子、转录物和剪切位












































With the development of high-throughput sequencing techniques, more and more 
genomes are sequenced and assembled. However, annotating a genome’s structure 
rapidly and expressly remains challenging. Current eukaryotic genome annotations 
require various, abundant supporting data, such as: species-specific and cross-species 
protein sequences, ESTs, cDNA and RNA-Seq data. Collecting those data and merging 
their analytical results to achieve a consistent complete annotation is a complex, time 
and cost consuming task. In the first part of our study, we propose a fast and easy-to-
use computational tool: GASS. It annotates a eukaryotic genome based on only the 
annotations from another similar species. With the alignments from the exons’ 
sequences of annotated species to the un-annotated genome, GASS detects the optimal 
transcript annotations with a shortest-path dynamic programming model. For 
evaluation, GASS is applied to achieve the rhesus annotations. The produced 
annotations are compared with two existing rhesus annotation databases (RefSeq and 
Ensembl) directly and with three RNA-Seq datasets. There are more than 65% RefSeq 
exons and splicing junctions can exactly be found by GASS. The GASS’s sensitivity is 
higher than RefSeq’s, and is close to Ensembl’s. GASS has higher specificities than 
Ensembl at gene, transcript, exon and splicing junction levels. We also find the mis-
assemblies of rheMac3 genome, which leads to the position shift on exons’ boundary 
and then the incomplete splicing canonical sites in Refseq annotations. They are further 
approved by various data sources. 
Microbial community diversity is the hot topic in ecological studies. Alignment-
free methods based on k-tuple frequencies has been widely used. However, how to 
choose the markov model is the key point for the method. Previously, the k-tuple 















choose the right model. The second part of this research, we use three models (VLMC, 
IMM, ICM) to NGS datasets. We get some preliminary results by designing four 
experiments to analysis the clustering characteristics. The results indicate that all the 
models are efficacious. 
Whether it’s the clustering of microbial or eukaryotic genome structure annotation, 
this studies still have many limitations and shortcomings that needs to be further 
improved. 
 Keyword: k-tuple frequency; stochastic model; microbial communities; 
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